Many dating techniques include significant error terms which are not independent between samples to date. This is typically the case in Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) dating where the conversion from characteristic equivalent doses to the corresponding ages using the annual dosimetry data includes error terms that are common to all produced datings. Dealing with these errors is essential to estimate ages from a set of datings whose chronological ordering is known. In this work, we propose and we study a Bayesian model to address this problem. For this purpose, we first consider a multivariate model with multiplicative Gaussian errors in a Bayesian framework. This model relates a set of characteristic equivalent doses to the corresponding ages while taking into account for the systematic and non-systematic errors associated to the dosimetry. It thus offers the opportunity to deal properly with stratigraphic constraints within OSL datings, but also with other datings possessing errors which are independent from systematic errors of OSL estimates and their associated standard errors. We finally give an example of application on a set of five OSL datings with stratigraphic constraints and observe a good adequacy between the two approaches.
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Introduction
Ordering (or stratigraphic) constraints between samples to date constitute an essential element to build accurate and coherent chronologies. Such a prior information, typically modeled in a Bayesian setting [5] , consists of a basic element of several dedicated softwares e.g. OxCal [3] , BCal [4] or Chronomodel [12, 20] . The associated models are typically designed to deal with datings associated to additive and independent errors, as it is the case for e.g. radiocarbon or archaeomagnetic datings. However, paleodosimetric datings do not fit such a frame and, to the best of our knowledge, there is still a lack of generic methods to incorporate them in analyses. Paleodosimetric dating methods [18] rely on the assessment of a characteristic equivalent dose D expressing the total absorbed radiation dose since last resetting event (e.g. last exposure to sunlight or heat) of the studied samples. Then, this characteristic equivalent dose can be converted into an age A using the annual dose-ratė d associated to the environment surrounding the studied sample. Given a characteristic equivalent dose estimateD and its standard error σ D , the common procedure to perform this conversion consists in [17] :
1. summarizing the distribution of the annual dose-rateḋ with a mean µḋ and standard error σḋ using combination rules, 2. approximating the point estimate and standard error for the associated age defined by the ratio A = Ḋ d using the following quadrature formula:
This solution has two main limitations:
A. it provides only a coarse characterization of the statistics of A, B. it does not permit to include additional information as ordering constraints between ages of a given stratigraphic sequence to improve the estimations. Moreover in practice, the dose-rate standard error σḋ i for each dating i includes components that are common to all the datings (i.e. not independent), making existing models to deal with stratigraphic constraints inadequate.
To overcome these two limitations several solutions have been investigated. Rhodes et al. [15] proposed to tackle limitation B by inferring the age according to Eq. 1 and then by simply ignoring the systematic part of the uncertainty in the analysis of the stratigraphic constraints (using the software Oxcal) [2] . Finally, they used an external criterion to check the coherency of the inference. While pragmatic, this solution does not result in a consistent assessment of uncertainties on ages. Huntriss [11] proposed to tackle limitation A by the following procedure. Two independent samples are generated according to the distributions of D andḋ (assumed to be known). Then their ratio term by term is computed and the resulting sample, distributed according to the distribution of the age A = D/ḋ, is used to estimate all needed statistics on A (e.g. mean, standard deviation, confidence interval). As we will see it, when the distribution for the annual dosimetry is Gaussian (which is nearly the case), our approach extends this one while dealing with limitation B.
Finally, Millard [13] designed a solution to tackle the two limitations. For that purpose, he
proposed to model the dosimetry data through a likelihood structure: a latent variable is assigned to each quantity needed for the computation of the dose-rates, these latents (which are typically numerous) relate to observations through Gaussian distributions and to ages through characteristic equivalent doses. Priors are assigned to each latent and the posterior ages are estimated using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method. The main drawback of this approach is that each dating laboratory may have its own complex protocol to estimate the dose-rateḋ i and for each of these protocols one needs to build a dedicated model that must be implemented, validated (particularly with respect to the choice of the associated priors) and made available to the community. In practice, these factors limit the practical impact of such an approach. Moreover, modeling the dosimetry data using observations can be problematic as some parts of the observations and of their associated uncertainties are not strictly speaking associated to observations but rather to expert information (e.g.
uncertainty on the water content). Similarly, the systematic component included in the error terms induces a dependence between observations and the associated Bayesian model is, in most cases, not identifiable. Thus the dosimetry data could be considered as a component of the prior structure of the dating model rather than observations. Notice however that for implementation facilities, Millard proposed then to recast the likelihood dependencies into priors (and similarly in a companion article [14] ).
In this work, we propose a new solution tackling limitations A and B. It consists in a
Bayesian model for multiplicative multivariate Gaussian errors. Interestingly, this solution is generic with respect to the laboratory protocol as it only relies on the specification of a few variance and covariance values that can be derived for many dose-rate assessment protocols.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we present the age model to estimate an age from an equivalent dose, a dose-rate estimate and its associated standard error. This simple model will be then considered in a multidimensional setting where a part of the dosimetry error is possibly common to several datings (Section 2.2) and where some datings can be constrained to be in a given order (Section 2.3). From that basis, we then consider two situations involving optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) datings [1, 21] . In a first setting, we consider that we have the raw OSL measurements at our disposal. We thus propose a model consisting in the addition of the age model derived in the previous sections to the Bayesian model, we developed in another paper [7] , that infers a characteristic equivalent dose D from Single Aliquot and Regenerative (SAR) dose measurements (Section 3.1). In a second setting, we consider that we only have the output characteristic equivalent doses and their standard errors at our disposal. We thus directly consider their conversions to ages (Section 3.2). Then, we give an application of these two models to infer a chronology from a set of luminescence measurements of five OSL samples with stratigraphic constraints (Section 4). Finally, we summarize our contributions and recommendations (Section 5).
Age to equivalent dose relationship: multiplicative Gaussian error
Hereafter N (µ, σ 2 ) denotes the Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 .
Individual age model
Once the characteristic equivalent dose D is assessed, the age of the studied sediment since last resetting (corresponding to exposure to light) can be obtained by dividing D by the mean annual dose-rateḋ. However in practice,ḋ is only known with an uncertainty aggregating many sources of errors due to measurements, calibrations and a low level of awareness of some characteristics of the deposit environment. As a result, even with a precise assessment of the characteristic equivalent dose D, the estimated age may be associated to a significant uncertainty. Formally, the relationship between the characteristic equivalent dose and the corresponding characteristic age A is handled by the following multiplicative gaussian error model:
where is a Gaussian variable ∼ N (0, σ 2ḋ ). It results in the following conditional distribution of D given A:
We are interested in estimating the age A > 0 from the observed characteristic equivalent dose D, and the dose-rate dataḋ and σḋ. One can show that the Jeffreys prior for A is
where I is the indicator function i.e. for a set S, I S (x) = 1 if x ∈ S and 0 else. This is a particular case of the prior obtained in Appendix A.1. The prior is improper but the resulting posterior is proper for D = 0:
Note that even if A is not a scale parameter for the model defined in Eq. 3, the prior on To check this fact, we simply apply the change of variables formula. Let φ be the density
, then the density of the variable
which coincides with the distribution given by Eq. 5. So in this specific case, characterizing
this simulation based solution has been investigated in a previous work on OSL datings [11] .
Note that in practice, the domain of validity of A is limited to a particular period of the history (often called the study period) [a min , a max ] with 0 < a min < a max . This information can modeled by modifying the prior as follows:
Notice that bounding the support of the prior is motivated by the application, but is also needed to ensure the existence of the posterior moments. 
Multivariate model : sequence of ages
Let then consider the model for N ages indexed as A i , i = 1, . . . , N . For this purpose, we need to explicit the content of σḋ. In practice, the dose-rate is estimated as combinations of physical quantities that are known with an uncertainty. A part of this uncertainty is specific to the measured sample (e.g. counting errors due to the spectrometer) and another 7 -the systematic error-is related to the measurement device and is common to all datings of the studied sequence (e.g. error on the calibration of the measurements device). Without loss of generality, we will consider in the following a simple case composed of these two sources of error (a more sophisticated instantiation leading to structurally the same model will be considered in Section 4):
where
) is the individual error for sample i,
) is the systematic error and α i > 0 is known and gives, for each dating i, the degree of contamination to the systematic error. Assuming that the noise terms ḋ ,c and ḋ ,i (for all i) are independent, the conditional distribution of (
can be written as a Gaussian vector with mean (A 1ḋ1 , · · · , A NḋN ) and covariance matrix Σ :
where the covariance matrix Σ depends on A 1 , · · · , A N and writes:
and for i = j,
This covariance matrix is positive definite as long as at least N of the variances
are not equal to zero (assuming that the α i are strictly positive). An example of derivation of a matrix Σ from a practical situation is discussed in Section 4.1 and described in Appendix B.
Again, the Jeffreys prior for (A 1 , · · · , A N ) writes:
The proof is relegated in Appendix A.1. This choice of prior leads to the following posterior distribution:
8 that will be characterized using a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler [16] . Figure 2 shows how the inference on the same age A 1 is modified when N , the number of ages in the sequence, increases. Obviously, the studied model is different from the one in which the inferences on the ages are independent from each others. However, it is satisfactory to observe that the marginal posteriors for a given age are stable when N increases. 
Sequence of ages with ordering constraints
In practice, the previous model is of few interest as none of the datings A i interacts directly with the others. Consequently the resulting inference is not so different from what we obtain from a set independent inferences. In this section, we consider the informative case where one knows that the ages are stratigraphically constrained i.e. they (or some of them) are in a known chronological order. This case can be implemented by adding a support constraint for the vector A 1 , · · · , A N into its prior [6] . For that purpose, we consider B, the set of N -tuples satisfying the imposed stratigraphy (that can be incompletely stated i.e. some of the ages can be not fully ordered) and state:
Moreover, it is possible to allow some of the datings of the sequence not to be affected by the systematic errors (or by different systematic terms). In practice, this situation typically happens when some of the datings are performed by different laboratories making the errors on the assessment of the dose-ratesḋ i independent from each others or when some other unrelated dating methods (e.g. radiocarbon dating) are used. Here for a sake of simplicity, we will consider the first case. In practice, it implies to set to zero the covariance terms of Σ relating two ages/dosimetries being estimated by two different laboratories.
Let first consider the case where there is no systematic-error free dating. In the experiments displayed in Figures 3 and 4 , we used
draw from a U (0.5, 1.5). Figure 3 shows how the error of estimation for a given age is modified when the number of stratigraphically constrained ages increases. Particularly, one observes that the mean and the variance errors decrease slowly with the number of observations. This observation is related to the systematic error term that cannot be inferred without additional information. Figure 4 shows typical posteriors on a given age with an increasing number of stratigraphically constrained ages.
Let then consider the effect of systematic-error free datings. In the experiments displayed in Figures 5 and 6 , we consider three settings: in the first one, we consider five datings without any stratigraphic constraints, all affected by the systematic error term. In the second one, we consider the same five datings with stratigraphic constraints (again, all affected by the systematic error term). In the third one, we consider that two of them are not affected by the systematic-error term (while keeping the same overall variance level). Figure 5 shows how the error of estimation for a given age is modified for these different settings. Particularly, one observes that whereas the number of datings is the same in all cases and whereas the overall uncertainty level is similar, the estimation error is, as expected, highly reduced when adding independent datings. 
Two models for OSL dating
In this section, we consider the prior we developed in the previous section as a compo- 
Full model
The model presented in this section is the combination of the age model developed below and of a model for the estimation of characteristic equivalent doses (
elsewhere [7] . In practice, it simply consists in adding the prior structure
as defined in Eq. 8 and 13 to the marginal model
The directed acyclic graph (DAG) representing the overall 4-stages hierarchical model is given in Figure 7 . Notations are introduced in the caption (see the corresponding paper [7] for more details, the notations have been a bit recast for simplicity). For a sake of completeness, we also recall here the corresponding posterior distribution (removing the exogenous parametersḋ lab , t k,j i ,ḋ i , σḋ ,i , σḋ ,c , α i from the notations for a sake of simplicity):
as defined in Eq. 8 and 13.
The other densities (discussed in our previous paper) write:
The inference is then performed using a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler. In particular, we can provide estimates for the ages A 1 , · · · , A N from the normalized luminescence mea-
) i,j,k and the dosimetry dataḋ i , σḋ ,i , σḋ ,c and α i . Some results will be discussed in Section 4.
Two-steps model
In this section, we consider that we want to infer a set of ages from a set of characteristic equivalent doses estimatesD i , their associated standard errors σ D,i , the dose-rate estimates and standard errors and a set of stratigraphic constraints. This situation typically arises when the chronological scenario is built using several pool of datings published by other research groups. In such a case, the high-level results (such as theD i , σ D,i ) are commonly given in the corresponding publications but most of the times the raw luminescence data are not available. Moreover, such an approach allows users of other non-Bayesian approaches to estimate theD i , σ D,i (see [9, 8] ) to account properly for ordering constraints on their data. 
Individual age model
As for the previous model, the ages are related to the true characteristic equivalent doses D i through:
15 which are themselves related to the inferred/measured characteristic equivalent doseD i by: 
For this specific model, we obtain the Jeffreys prior (proof in Appendix A.2):
for 0 < a min < A i < a max and 0 else.
When σ D,i = 0, the graph of this function is equivalent (up to a multiplicative constant) to the one of
(which will be the case for our application), the graph is strictly decreasing.
Multidimensional model : sequence of ages
In this section, we consider a multidimensional extension of the model presented below analogously to what we performed in Section 2. For that purpose, we modified Eq. 14 as
) are independent and where α i > 0 known gives, for each dating i, the degree of contamination to the systematic error.
This results in:
is the diagonal matrix such that I i,i = σ 2 D,i and Σ built as in Eq. 9 and 10. Then to be consistent with Eq. 17, we set the prior:
we can then write the posterior:
that can be characterized using a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler. In particular, we can provide estimates for the ages A 1 , · · · , A N from a set of inferred/measured characteristic equivalent dosesD i , their associated standard errors σ D,i and the dosimetry dataḋ i , σḋ ,i , σḋ ,c and α i . Some results will be discussed in Section 4.
Application
In this section, we first present a set of real measurements associated to five OSL samples stratigraphically constrained [19] . Then, we use the two methods presented in Section 3.1 and 3.2 to process these measurements.
Data and parameters
The five studied sediments respectively called OSL1, OSL4, OSL6, OSL7 and OSL8 (we kept the names given in the original publication) have been sampled from a sedimentary pile corresponding to the Middle Stone Age. This leads to the following upper and lower bound for the ages: a min = 25 ka and a max = 280 ka. The stratigraphy imposes the ages to be ordered such that
Details on the measurements protocol can be found in the original paper [19] . In the following, we focus on the way the dose-ratė d i is characterized for this specific example. The dose-rateḋ i is considered as the sum of its β, γ and cosmic components (the α component is supposed to be negligible):
In practice, these three quantities are estimated through the combination of several physical quantities that are themselves not completely known. More specifically, for each sample i, one assesses values for the uranium, thorium and potassium contents U i , T h i and K i , the gamma radiation component γ i , the cosmic radiation component cos i , the saturation uptake content W i and the fraction of average water content F i . These six quantities are subject to systematic and independent errors (that are detailed in Appendix B). The corresponding error model relating these quantities to the total dose-rateḋ i is then linearized to get a sum of zero-mean gaussian error terms that fully define the covariance matrix Σ involved in our multivariate equivalent dose to age model (Eq. 8, 9 and 10). The resulting values for the studied sediments are given in Table 1 . The derivation needed to get them are close to the ones used in practice to get µḋ and σḋ in the standard approach Another source of uncertainty that is commonly considered to estimate an age from an equivalent dose is the uncertainty on the laboratory source used for administering the regenerative and test doses. This source is only known with a calibration error of known standard error σ lab (which, considering that all the samples have been processed using the same experimental device, is a systematic term). The associated error is often called a percent error and impacts D i as a percentage of itself [1] . A convenient way to take into account for this supplemental source of uncertainty consists in simply modifying the covariance matrix as:
Here we set σ lab = 0.05.
Results

Preliminary
In this section, we study the full model of Section 3.1 without the stratigraphic constraints between the five samples. As for the simple model of Section 2.2, without constraint, we expect the age model not to affect the overall inference and particularly the posteriors on the characteristic equivalent doses D i . Figure 8 displays the posterior distribution for a given age when using one and five ages (left side) and for a given characteristic equivalent dose when using no age model, the age model with one age and the age model with the five ages (right side). One can observe that, as for the non-hierarchical model, the age and equivalent dose posteriors remain sensibly unchanged. Figure 9 displays the posterior for each age of the sequence with and without imposing the stratigraphic constraints. Table 2 gives a summary of the inferences obtained using the full-model and the two-steps model (using the characteristic equivalent dose posteriors as inputs) when considering the five data-sets together or when studying them one by one (i.e. without the stratigraphic constraints). The ages obtained in the original publication [19] with a classical approach are also given. First, note that the estimated equivalent doses and ages (without the stratigraphic constraints) are notably higher than those obtained in the original publication. This point is not related to the age model and has been already noticed and analyzed on a set of controlled data [10] where characteristic equivalent doses obtained using the Bayesian approach [7] have been observed to be more consistent with associated external datings than those obtained using a standard approach. Secondly, the results of the comparison can be summarized as:
Comparison of the approaches
• the ages have been made internally consistent with the stratigraphy,
• the posterior standard deviation is slightly reduced when using the stratigraphic constraints,
• the full and the two-steps models give similar inferences for the ages.
This last point is an interesting result suggesting that the two-steps method can be used Original estimates [19] 83 ± 8 89 ± 8 109 ± 10 100 ± 10 100 ± 10 
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Conclusion
In this work, we considered a multivariate model with multiplicative Gaussian error in a
Bayesian framework. This model was then used as a key component of OSL dating models from normalized luminescence data or from characteristic equivalent dose estimates. As mentioned in introduction, such a multiplicative model is not specific to OSL but related to any paleo-dosimetric dating method (e.g. Thermo-luminescence (TL), Electron Spin
Resonance (ESR), Infrared stimulated luminescence (IRSL) datings) and we hope this work will be also useful to these approaches. Notice that interestingly, based on a more intuitive reasoning than the derivation we provide here, the use of the 1/A prior has already been evoked by Millard [14] in a general discussion about prior distributions for ages and dates in chronometric modeling.
The two proposed dating models were then applied to a simple real dataset to illustrate the interest of including stratigraphic constraints when available. The inferences given by the full and the two-steps approaches are similar on this example. This is a positive result suggesting that the two-steps method can be used when the measurement data are not available. Notice that the dataset we used is unfortunately free of external dating allowing to correct the systematic components of the error. Datasets including such external datings (e.g. [15] ) would benefit greatly from these models. The two-steps model and the full model will be made available in a dedicated software to allow users to incorporate OSL datings in addition to other datings to build chronologies and to explore deeply their differences.
To our opinion, the main limitation of our approach consists on the assumption of gaussianity of the distributions associated to the dosimetry errors. While there is, strictly speaking, no reason to assume a gaussian shape for the dosimetry error, we think that this limitation is in practice a minor point. First, one can visualize the true error model on the dosimetry errors by simulation and then check that a gaussian shape is a good approximation (which has been observed to be the case [11, 22] and which is, in most cases, performed in the standard approach Using the fact that d(θ) is diagonal, a few algebra leads to rewrite the conditional density as:
where It thus constitutes an exponential family of dimension
By denoting w the vector composed of [1/θ 1 , . . . , 1/θ N ], one can write the log-density as:
The Hessian matrix of the log-density lf equals:
After integration, we obtain
Then,
where C is a N × N matrix with only positive entries and that does not depend from w.
Finally, one gets the density in θ by :
Appendix A.2. Jeffreys prior for θ with Y ∼ N (αθ, β 2 θ 2 + σ 2 ) with α, β and σ known
The likelihood function can be write of the form
so this model constitutes an exponential family of dimension 2. The log density is:
and
Finally,
and we obtain:
When setting σ = 0, one recovers p(θ) ∝ 1 |θ| .
Appendix B. Building the covariances
In this section, we show how to build the covariance matrix for a specific real example.
Notice that the assumptions of independence involved in this particular example are not restrictive: all the quantities involved in the dosimetric data (that can be more numerous than in this particular example) can be composed of any numbers of independent and not independent error terms (as long as they remain gaussian).
As performed in the original publication of the studied data-set [19] , we consider here the dose-rateḋ i as the sum of its β, γ and cosmic components (the α component is supposed to be negligible):ḋ i =ḋ β,i +ḋ γ,i +ḋ cos,i (B.1)
In practice, these three quantities are estimated through the combination of several physical quantities that are themselves not completely known. More specifically, for each sample i, one assesses values for the uranium, thorium and potassium contents U i , T h i and K i , the gamma radiation component γ i , the cosmic radiation component cos i , the saturation uptake content W i and the fraction of average water content F i . These six quantities are subject to the following errors:
• Measuring each of the U i , T h i , K i , γ and cosmic components of the dosimetry is subject to a zero-mean gaussian noise. Noises are independent between measurements.
The corresponding standard deviations are known and called respectively, for each sample i, σ U,i , σ T h,i , σ K,i and σ cos,i .
• Measuring the U, Th, K and γ components of the dosimetry is subject to systematic percentage errors U,c , T h,c , K,c and γ,c of same variance σ • The assessment of the product W i F i is subject to an uncertainty modeled by a zeromean gaussian noise W F,i of given standard deviation σ W F,i which is independent across samples.
Other sources of errors are considered as negligible.
The equations relating all these quantities to the β, γ and cosmic dosimetries are the which completely defines the covariance matrix Σ.
